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(57) ABSTRACT 

AWaste tire processing apparatus (10) reacts Waste tires (26) 
With a molten reactant metal (19) to recover primarily 
carbon and stainless steel. The apparatus (10) includes a tire 
positioning arrangement (20) for positioning the Waste tires 
(26) in the molten reactant metal (19) for a reaction period. 
After the reaction period, the tire positioning arrangement 
(20) removes from the molten metal non-reacted solids 
remaining after the reaction. The non-reacted solids com 
prise primarily stainless-steel included in the Waste tires. As 
the Waste tires (26) are reacted in the molten reactant metal 
(19), a gas recovery arrangement (14) collects process gases 
released from the molten metal. The gas recovery arrange 
ment (14) recovers primarily carbon, metal salts, hydrogen, 
and nitrogen. 
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APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING MATERIALS 
FROM WASTE TIRES 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to recycling materials made 
up of organic compounds and metals such as stainless-steel. 
More particularly, this invention is directed to an apparatus 
and method for processing Waste tires to recover primarily 
carbon and stainless-steel. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Used vehicle tires pose a signi?cant environmental 
threat. Even With suf?cient land?ll space, Whole tires are too 
?exible to be placed in land?lls. Storing Waste tires above 
surface is unacceptable because Whole tires not only take up 
a great deal of space, but also create habitat for insect pests 
and rodents. Waste tires may be incinerated but the com 
bustion process releases massive amounts of pollutants into 
the atmosphere unless expensive scrubbing systems are used 
to clean incinerator exhaust gases. Incineration also leaves 
ash Which must be disposed of in some manner. Also, Waste 
tires must be shredded or otherWise comminuted into small 
pieces in order to burn ef?ciently in an incinerator. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] It is a broad object of the invention to provide an 
apparatus and method Which overcome the above-described 
the problems and others associated With the disposal of 
Waste tires. Another object of the invention is to provide a 
Waste tire treatment apparatus and process Which recovers 
useful materials from the tires. 

[0004] The method of recovering material from Waste tires 
according to the invention includes reacting substantially 
Whole Waste tires With a molten reactant metal. The Waste 
tires react With the molten metal to produce primarily carbon 
gas and metal salts in molten or gaseous form. After a 
reaction period during Which time the Waste tires are in 
contact With the reactant metal, the method includes remov 
ing non-reacted solids from the reactant metal. These non 
reacted solids comprise mainly stainless-steel Which Was 
included in the tires. Removing any stainless-steel remain 
ing after the reaction period prevents the stainless-steel from 
dissolving into the reactant metal and corrupting the reactant 
metal bath. 

[0005] Importantly, the tire treatment method according to 
the invention does not require shredding or otherWise com 
minuting tires into small pieces, and therefore eliminates the 
expense associated With this processing step. Also, the 
present Waste tire treatment method releases only hydrogen 
gas and perhaps nitrogen gas to the atmosphere. Substan 
tially all carbon from compounds Which make up the tires is 
recovered as pure elemental carbon. Other elements 
included in compounds Which make up the tires are recov 
ered as metal salts. Stainless steel recovered in the process 
may be reused. 

[0006] The apparatus for performing the tire treatment 
method according to the invention includes a reactor vessel 
Which may be charged With a suitable reactant metal, 
preferably including mostly aluminum. A heater associated 
With the reactor vessel heats the reactant metal to a molten 
state and a circulating system preferably associated With the 
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reactor vessel and heater circulates fresh reactant metal into 
the reactor vessel. The apparatus also includes a tire posi 
tioning arrangement and a gas recovery arrangement. 

[0007] At least one and preferably several tire carriers are 
included in the tire positioning arrangement. Each tire 
carrier comprises a structure on Which Waste tires may be 
loaded and then loWered into the molten reactant metal in the 
reactor vessel. Each tire carrier preferably includes an open 
support structure Which alloWs the molten reactant metal to 
How through the structure and around the Waste tires as the 
carrier structure and tires are loWered into the reactant metal. 

[0008] A carrier lift structure is associated With each tire 
carrier for moving each tire carrier betWeen a loading/ 
collecting position aWay from the reactor vessel and a 
reaction position Within the reactor vessel. The tire lift 
structure includes an arrangement for moving each tire 
carrier vertically so that each carrier may be loWered into the 
reactor vessel and lifted from the reactor vessel. The tire lift 
structure is also capable of moving each tire carrier laterally 
aWay from the reactor vessel to the loading/collecting posi 
tion. A cooling system may be associated With the tire lift 
structure for cooling each carrier and any non-reacted solids 
remaining after removal from the molten reactant metal. 

[0009] The tire positioning arrangement also includes a 
tire submerging system including a tire contactor member 
and a contactor actuator. As the Waste tires are loWered into 
the reactant metal on a tire carrier, the tires may tend to ?oat 
on the surface of the molten reactant metal rather than sink 
beloW the surface. The tire contactor member is in position 
to move doWnWardly over the Waste tires, pushing the tires 
into the molten reactant metal and holding the tires beneath 
the surface of the reactant metal for the reaction period. 

[0010] The gas recovery arrangement includes a gas 
recovery hood Which is placed in an operating position over 
the Waste tires and tire carrier before the tires are submerged 
into the molten reactant metal. In the operating position, the 
loWer edge of the hood extends beloW the surface of the 
molten reactant metal to form a seal With the surface of the 
reactant metal around the area in Which the tires are to be 
submerged. Once the gas recovery hood is in the operating 
position, and preferably purged of air With a suitable inert 
gas, the tire carrier and loaded Waste tires are loWered into 
the reactant metal. 

[0011] The gas recovery hood collects process gases 
released from the surface of the molten reactant metal. The 
process gases include primarily gaseous carbon and gaseous 
metal salts along With hydrogen and perhaps nitrogen. The 
collected process gases are passed through an aqueous 
scrubber to cool and remove the carbon and metal salts. A 
suitable liquid/solid separator separates the solidi?ed carbon 
from the scrubber effluent and the remaining solution is then 
treated by a suitable process to remove the metal salts. 

[0012] The Waste tire treatment apparatus and method of 
the invention quickly recovers carbon and stainless steel 
from substantially Whole used tire carcasses. Both the car 
bon and stainless steel may be reused in various products. 
Also, the apparatus and method produce substantially no 
harmful gaseous emissions. 

[0013] These and other objects, advantages, and features 
of the invention Will be apparent from the folloWing descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiments, considered along With 
the accompanying draWings. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a Waste 
tire processing system embodying the principles of inven 
tion. 

[0015] FIG. 2 is a someWhat diagrammatic side vieW of an 
apparatus embodying the principles of the invention for 
processing Waste tires. 

[0016] FIG. 3A is a mostly diagrammatic representation 
of a tire carrier and gas recovery hood in a ready position. 

[0017] FIG. 3B is a diagrammatic representation similar 
to FIG. 3A but With the hood in the operating position. 

[0018] FIG. 3C is a diagrammatic representation similar 
to FIG. 3B but With the tire carrier in the reaction position 
submerged beloW the surface of the molten reactant metal. 

[0019] FIG. 4 is an isometric draWing of a preferred tire 
carrier structure. 

[0020] FIG. 5 is a someWhat diagrammatic isometric 
draWing of a preferred tire carrier, carrier lift structure, and 
cooling arrangement embodying the principles of the inven 
tion. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates major portions of a tire process 
ing apparatus 10 embodying the principles of the invention. 
Apparatus 10 includes a reactor vessel 11 and a heater/ 
circulating arrangement 12. Apparatus 10 also includes a gas 
recovery arrangement shoWn generally at reference numeral 
14. Gas recovery arrangement 14 includes gas recovery 
hood 15, purge gas supply 16, aqueous scrubber 17, and 
solids separator 18. 

[0022] Referring to FIG. 2, reactor vessel 11 is charged 
With a suitable reactant metal 19. The reactant metal pref 
erably includes primarily aluminum and may include minor 
amounts of iron, copper, Zinc, and calcium. A suitable 
reactant alloy is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,000,101, Which 
is incorporated herein by this reference. Although not shoWn 
in the draWings, a layer of graphite may be positioned on the 
surface of the reactant metal 19 to help the molten metal 
retain heat and reduce oXide formation at the surface of the 
metal. 

[0023] The heater 12 shoWn in FIG. 1 comprises a suitable 
heating system for heating the reactant metal to a molten 
state Which may preferably be from approximately 850° to 
950° Celsius. The circulating system associated With heater 
12 circulates fresh reactant metal into reactor vessel 11 and 
helps maintain the reactant metal in the vessel at the desired 
temperature. The heater may be gas ?red or, alternatively, 
comprise an electrical induction heating system. Details of 
the heater and circulating system 12 are omitted from this 
disclosure so as not to obscure the invention in unnecessary 
detail. In any event, the heater and reactant metal circulating 
system 12 is Within the knoWledge of those skilled in this art. 

[0024] Referring still to FIG. 2, apparatus 10 also includes 
a tire positioning arrangement shoWn generally at reference 
numeral 20. The tire positioning arrangement 20 includes a 
tire carrier 21 and carrier lift structure 22, as Well as a tire 
contactor member 23 and at least one contactor actuator 24. 
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Although the illustrated form of the invention includes tWo 
contactor actuators, other arrangements may include one or 
more contactor actuators. 

[0025] Tire carrier 21 and carrier lift structure 22 are 
described in more detail With reference to FIGS. 4 and 5 
beloW. HoWever, as shoWn in FIG. 2, tire carrier 21 includes 
a structure on Which Whole tires 26 to be processed may be 
loaded. Carrier lift structure 22 moves the tire carrier 21 
from a loading/collecting position described beloW, particu 
larly With reference to FIG. 5, to a reaction position shoWn 
in FIG. 2. In the reaction position, the tire carrier 21 is beloW 
the surface of the reactant metal far enough to alloW tires 26 
loaded on the carrier to be fully submerged in the reactant 
metal 19. 

[0026] Tire contactor member 23 and contactor actuators 
24 help ensure that the tires 26 to be processed are fully 
submerged in the reactant metal 19. As a tire carrier 21 
loaded With tires 26 descends into the reactant metal 19, tires 
may tend to ?oat on the surface of the reactant metal. 
Contactor member 23 above the tire carrier 21 moves 
doWnWardly on its actuators 24 to press the tires 26 into the 
molten reactant metal 19. The illustrated contactor member 
23 and contactor actuators 24 are conveniently associated 
With the gas recovery hood 15. HoWever, the contactor 
member 23 and contactor actuators 24 need not be associ 
ated With the hood 15. Also, the contactor actuators 24 may 
comprise any suitable actuators, including hydraulic actua 
tors or mechanical actuators, for eXample. 

[0027] As shoWn in FIG. 2, gas recovery hood 15 is 
suspended on hood supports 30 Which are connected to hood 
actuators 31. Hood actuators 31 operate to move hood 15 up 
and doWn along aXis H. Gas recovery hood 15 is shoWn in 
an operating position in FIG. 2 and may be raised by 
actuators 31 to a retracted position Well above the reactor 
vessel 11. The hood actuators 31, hood supports 30, and gas 
recovery hood 15 are all supported on a superstructure 32. 
As With the contactor actuators 24, hood actuators 31 may 
comprise any suitable actuators such as hydraulic or 
mechanical actuators, for eXample. Although three separate 
hood actuators 31 are shoWn for purposes of eXample in 
FIG. 2, one or more hood actuators may be used Within the 
scope of the invention. A moveable purge gas conduit 33 is 
connected to the hood 15 at one end and a moveable outlet 
conduit 34 is connected at the opposite end of the gas 
recovery hood. Purge gas conduit 33 eXtends to the purge 
gas supply shoWn in FIG. 1, While outlet conduit 34 extends 
to the aqueous scrubber 17 also shoWn in FIG. 1. Both the 
conduits 33 and 34 must be capable of moving to accom 
modate the movement of the gas recovery hood 15 betWeen 
its operating position and retracted position. 

[0028] Reactor vessel 11, tire carrier 21, tire contactor 
member 23, portions of the gas recovery hood 15, and all 
other elements Which come into contact With the molten 
reactant metal 19 may comprise any suitable metal Which 
retains suf?cient strength at the high operating temperatures 
of the reactant metal. All of these elements are preferably 
coated With a ceramic or refractory material Which protects 
the underlying structural metal from degradation by contact 
With the reactant metal 19 in the reactor vessel 11. 

[0029] The operation of the tire processing apparatus 10 
may be described With reference to FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C. 
FIG. 3A shoWs the gas recovery hood 15 in its retracted 
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position and a tire carrier 21 loaded With tires 26 to be 
processed in a ready position in Which it resides just above 
the surface of the molten reactant metal 19. As shoWn in 
FIG. 3B, the tire treating method includes loWering gas 
recovery hood 15 to an operating position. In the operating 
position, the loWer edge of the gas recovery hood 15 eXtends 
into the reactant metal 19 around the entire periphery of tire 
carrier 21, that is, around the area in Which tires 26 are to be 
submerged. At this point, the gas recovery hood 15 de?nes 
a gas collection area 38 over the area in Which tires are to be 
submerged. Once hood 15 is in the operating position, the 
preferred tire treatment method includes purging the gas 
collection area 38 of air With a suitable purge gas such as 
nitrogen, for eXample, supplied from purge gas supply 16 
shoWn in FIG. 1. Purging the gas collection area 38 of air 
helps prevent the production of CO2 Which Would have to be 
released into the atmosphere. Although it is possible to 
operate the apparatus 10 Without purging the gas collection 
area 38, it is desirable to reduce CO2 emissions and thus, 
purging the gas collection area is preferred. 

[0030] As shoWn in FIG. 3C, after gas recovery hood 15 
is placed in the operating position and any purge operation 
is complete, the tire carrier 21 and tires 26 to be processed 
are loWered into the reactant metal 19. The tire contactor 
member 23 also moves doWnWardly to a second position in 
Which it presses the tires 26 beloW the surface of the reactant 
metal. 

[0031] The tire treatment method includes holding the 
tires 26 in the reaction position contacting the reactant metal 
19 for a reaction period Which Will depend upon the number 
of tires being processed. The reaction period is a period of 
time suf?cient to react substantially all material included in 
the tires eXcept for any stainless steel Which may be included 
in the tire carcass. The stainless steel in the tires does not 
react chemically With the reactant metal 19, but Will dissolve 
into the reactant metal over time. Thus, once the organic 
compounds in the tires are reacted With the molten reactant 
metal 19, the carrier lift structure 20 shoWn in FIG. 2 lifts 
the tire carrier 21 and unreacted solids out of the reactant 
metal, once again to the position shoWn in FIG. 3B. At this 
point, the gas collection area 38 under gas recovery hood 15 
is preferably again purged With a suitable inert gas to move 
all process gases out through outlet conduit 34 to scrubber 
17. After purging the gas collection area 38, the hood 15 is 
raised to the fully retracted position and the tire carrier 21, 
noW carrying the unreacted solids comprising primarily 
stainless steel, is raised completely out of the reactor vessel 
11 so that the carrier may be moved to its loading/collection 
position discussed beloW With reference to FIG. 5. 

[0032] Tires are comprised of approximately 56% various 
organic compounds, including rubber and natural and syn 
thetic binders, 30% carbon black, 10% stainless steel, and 
4% inert materials by Weight. The preferred molten alumi 
num or aluminum alloy reactant metal strips elements from 
the carbon atoms in the organic compounds to form various 
aluminum and perhaps other metal salts. The liberated 
carbon sublimes to a gaseous state at the operating tempera 
ture of the molten reactant metal and some of the metal salts 
may also go into a gaseous phase. Other metal salts pro 
duced by the reaction may separate by gravity to the top of 
the reactant metal alloy beloW any graphite layer. 

[0033] All of the process gases, including gaseous carbon, 
metal salts, hydrogen, and perhaps nitrogen release from the 
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reactant metal and collect in the gas collection area 38 under 
gas recovery hood 15. The collected process gases then ?oW 
through outlet conduit 34 to the material recovery system 
Which preferably includes the aqueous scrubber 17 and 
solids separator 18 shoWn in FIG. 1. Water in the aqueous 
scrubber 17 cool the carbon in the process gases to form ?ne 
carbon particles in the scrubber effluent. Metal salts in the 
process gases are also cooled in the scrubber 17 and go into 
solution in the scrubber effluent. The scrubber effluent is 
directed to solids separator 18 Which separates the carbon 
from the aqueous metal salt solution. The resulting carbon 
may be formed into bricks Which have a high fuel value. The 
metal salts may be removed from the solution by any 
suitable process and the separated Water is preferably 
recycled back to the aqueous scrubber 17. 

[0034] FIG. 4 shoWs a preferred tire carrier 21 loaded With 
Wasted tires 26 to be processed. Tire carrier 21 includes an 
open structure 44 Which alloWs reactant metal to How easily 
around the tires 26 as the carrier is loWered into the molten 
reactant metal 19 shoWn in FIG. 2. The open structure 44 
also alloWs eXcess reactant metal to drain from the tire 
carrier 21 as it is lifted out of the reactant metal after the 
reaction period. HoWever, the open structure 44 of tire 
carrier 21 provides suf?cient support to hold unreacted 
solids, primarily stainless steel, and prevent the stainless 
steel from slipping into the reactant metal 19 as the carrier 
is lifted out of the reactor vessel 11. 

[0035] FIG. 5 shoWs a plurality of tire carriers 21 and a 
preferred carrier lift structure 22. Each tire carrier 21 is 
connected to the lift structure 22 through a goose neck or 
U-shaped support 47 Which is required in order to alloW gas 
recovery hood 15 to form the desired seal around an indi 
vidual tire carrier as shoWn in FIGS. 3B and 3C. A central 
lift mechanism 48 of the carrier lift structure 22 is capable 
of rotating in the direction R and also, is capable of moving 
along aXis L. Thus, for eXample, the tire carrier 21 shoWn in 
the foreground in FIG. 5 may be in the reaction position 
Within the reactor vessel 11 (not shoWn in FIG. 5), While the 
other tire carriers 21 are each removed from the reactor 
vessel in a loading or collecting position. The tire carrier 21 
on the right in FIG. 5 may be in a collecting position in 
Which stainless steel left after reacting tires With the reactant 
metal may be removed from the tire carrier. The tire carrier 
21 on the left in FIG. 5 may be in a loading position in Which 
Waste tires 26 are loaded for processing. In any event, 
cooling fans 50 or another suitable cooling arrangement may 
be associated With the apparatus 10 for cooling the tire 
carriers 21 in the loading or collecting positions. After one 
of the tire carriers 21 is removed from the molten reactant 
metal 19 shoWn in FIG. 1, the cooling fans 50 cool the 
respective tire carrier doWn to a temperature at Which 
unreacted solids may be conveniently removed from the 
carrier and additional tires may be loaded. 

[0036] The above described preferred embodiments are 
intended to illustrate the principles of the invention, but not 
to limit the scope of the invention. Various other embodi 
ments and modi?cations to these preferred embodiments 
may be made by those skilled in the art Without departing 
from the scope of the folloWing claims. For eXample, 
although the illustrated form of the invention shoWs linear 
actuators for moving the gas recovery hood 15 and tire 
contactor member 23 along vertical aXes, alternate actuator 
arrangements may pivot the hood and tire contactor member 
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into and out of position. Also, although the invention is 
suited to processing substantially Whole tires, and therefore 
eliminate a tire shredding step, Whole tires may be cut up 
into smaller pieces prior to processing according to the 
invention. HoWever, the tire carrier must accommodate the 
smaller tire pieces Without alloWing pieces of stainless steel 
to fall into the molten reactant metal as the carrier is 
removed from the reactor vessel. 

1. An apparatus for recovering materials from Waste tires, 
the apparatus comprising: 

(a) a reactor vessel Which may be charged With a reactant 
metal; 

(b) a heater for heating the reactant metal to a molten state 
and maintaining the reactant metal in the molten state; 

(c) a tire positioning arrangement for positioning Waste 
tires beloW the surface of the molten reactant metal in 
the reactor vessel for a reaction period and for remov 
ing unreacted solids from the reactant metal after the 
reaction period, the unreacted solids comprising solids 
remaining from the Waste tires after the Waste tires 
contact the molten reactant metal for the reaction 
period; and 

(d) a gas recovery arrangement for collecting process 
gases released as the Waste tires react With the reactant 
metal. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein the reactant metal 
includes predominantly aluminum. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein the tire positioning 
arrangement includes: 

(a) a tire carrier on Which Waste tires may be loWered into 
the reactant metal; and 

(b) a tire submerging arrangement for holding the Waste 
tires beneath the surface of the reactant metal. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 Wherein the tire submerging 
arrangement comprises: 

(a) a tire contactor member adapted to reside in a ?rst 
position above the surface of the reactant metal and a 
second position beloW the surface of the reactant metal, 
the contactor member in the second position extending 
across an area directly above the tire carrier; and 

(b) a contactor actuator for moving the tire contactor 
member betWeen the ?rst position and the second 
position. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 Wherein the tire contactor 
member and tire carrier each include an outer surface 
comprising a ceramic material Which Will not react With the 
reactant metal. 

6. The apparatus of claim 3 Wherein the tire positioning 
arrangement further comprises: 

(a) a carrier lifting structure for moving the tire carrier 
betWeen a loading/collecting position out of the reac 
tant metal in Which tires to be processed may be loaded 
on the tire carrier and unreacted solids may be removed 
from the tire carrier, and a reaction position in Which 
tires loaded on the tire carrier are eXposed to the 
reactant metal. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein the gas recovery 
arrangement includes: 
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(a) a gas recovery hood adapted to be positioned in an 
operating position in Which a loWer edge thereof makes 
contact With the reactant metal around an area in Which 
Waste tires are to be submerged in the reactant metal so 
that the gas recovery hood may collect process gases 
released from the reactant metal during the reaction 
period; and 

a hood positioning arrangement for positioning the hood 
alternately in the operating position and a standby 
position. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising: 

(a) an aqueous scrubber for removing carbon and metal 
salts from the process gases. 

9. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising: 

(a) a gas purging system associated With the gas recovery 
hood for purging the gas recovery hood When the gas 
recovery hood is in the operating position. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein: 

(a) the tire positioning arrangement includes a tire carrier 
on Which Waste tires may be loWered into the reactant 
metal and a carrier lifting structure for moving the tire 
carrier betWeen a loading/collecting position and a 
reaction position, the loading/collecting position being 
a position out of the reactant metal in Which tires to be 
processed may be loaded on the tire carrier and unre 
acted solids may be removed from the tire carrier, and 
the reaction position being a position in Which tires 
loaded on the tire carrier are eXposed to the reactant 

metal; 

(b) the tire positioning arrangement also includes a tire 
contactor member and a contactor actuator, the tire 
contactor member adapted to reside in a ?rst position 
above the surface of the reactant metal and a second 
position beloW the surface of the reactant metal, the 
contactor member in the second position extending 
across an area directly above the tire carrier structure, 
and the contactor actuator for moving the tire contactor 
betWeen the ?rst position and the second position; 

(c) the gas recovery arrangement includes a gas recovery 
hood and a hood positioning arrangement, the gas 
recovery hood being adapted to be positioned in an 
operating position in Which a loWer edge thereof makes 
contact With the reactant metal around an area in Which 
Waste tires are to be submerged in the reactant metal so 
that the gas recovery hood may collect process gases 
released from the reactant metal during the reaction 
period, and the hood positioning arrangement being 
adapted for positioning the hood alternately in the 
operating position and a standby position; and 

(d) a gas purging system associated With the gas recovery 
hood for purging the gas recovery hood When the gas 
recovery hood is in the operating position. 

11. Amethod for recovering material from Waste tires, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

(a) contacting substantially Whole Waste tires With a 
molten reactant metal for a reaction period; 

(b) collecting process gases released from the molten 
reactant metal during the reaction period; 
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(c) containing the Waste tires on a tire carrier When the 
Waste tires are contacted by the molten reactant metal; 
and 

(d) removing unreacted solids from the molten reactant 
metal after the reaction period, the unreacted solids 
being contained on the tire carrier for removal. 

12. The method of claim 11 Wherein the steps of contact 
ing the Waste tires With the molten reactant metal and 
containing the Waste tires on the tire carrier include: 

(a) loWering the Waste tires into the molten reactant metal 
on the tire carrier; and 

(b) pressing the Waste tires into the molten reactant metal 
With a tire contactor member extending across an area 
above the tire carrier. 

13. The method of claim 12 Wherein the step of removing 
unreacted solids from the molten reactant metal includes: 

(a) lifting the tire contactor member and the tire carrier 
from the molten reactant metal and alloWing the molten 
reactant metal to drain from around the unreacted 
solids, tire contactor member, and tire carrier; and 

(b) cooling the tire carrier and unreacted solids located on 
the tire carrier. 

14. The method of claim 13 Wherein the step of cooling 
the tire carrier and unreacted solids on the tire carrier 
comprises: 
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(a) moving the tire carrier to a cooling area and forcing air 
over the tire carrier and unreacted solids located on the 

tire carrier. 

15. The method of claim 11 Wherein the step of collecting 
process gases comprises: 

(a) positioning a gas recovery hood in an operating 
position in Which a loWer edge thereof extends into the 
molten reactant metal around the area in Which the 

Waste tires are to contact the molten reactant metal, the 

gas recovery hood de?ning a gas collection area in 
Which the process gases released from the molten 
reactant metal are trapped. 

16. The method of claim 15 further comprising the step of: 

(a) directing process gases trapped in the gas collection 
area to an aqueous scrubber and removing metal salts 
and carbon from the process gas With the aqueous 
scrubber. 

17. The method of claim 15 further comprising the step of: 

(a) purging the gas collection area of air prior to collecting 
substantial amounts of process gases in the gas collec 
tion area. 


